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Flow cytometry is one of the most important technologies for high-throughput single-cell analysis. Fluorescent label-
ing acts as the primary approach for cellular analysis in flow cytometry. Nevertheless, the fluorescent tags are not
applicable to all cases, especially to small molecules, for which labeling may significantly perturb the biological func-
tionality. Spontaneous Raman scattering flow cytometry offers the capability to non-invasively detect chemical con-
tents of cells but suffers from slow data acquisition. In order to achieve label-free high-throughput single-particle
analysis using Raman scattering, we developed a 32-channel multiplex stimulated Raman scattering flow cytometry
(SRS-FC) technique that can measure chemical contents of single particles at a speed of 5 μs per Raman spectrum.
Using mixed polymer beads, we demonstrate the discrimination of different particles at a throughput of up to 11,000
particles per second. This is a four orders of magnitude improvement in throughput compared to conventional spon-
taneous Raman flow cytometry. As a proof of concept, we show the differentiation of 3T3-L1 cells at different states by
SRS-FC according to the difference in cellular chemical content. The SRS-FC technique opens new opportunities for
high-throughput and high-content chemical analysis of live cells in a label-free manner. © 2017 Optical Society of

America

OCIS codes: (170.5660) Raman spectroscopy; (290.5910) Scattering, stimulated Raman; (300.6420) Spectroscopy, nonlinear;

(120.6200) Spectrometers and spectroscopic instrumentation; (170.1530) Cell analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By offering a high-throughput quantitative analysis of single live
cells in a suspension, flow cytometry (FC) has found wide appli-
cations in biological research and clinical diagnosis. Measurement
of individual cells can be performed on the basis of their physical
properties, such as electrical impedance or light scattering, or it
may take advantage of fluorescence labeling that reveals function,
physiology, or phenotypic characteristics. Impedance-based FC is
able to count cells based on their size [1]. The physical measure-
ment of wide-angle light scatter provides a measure of granularity,
whereas narrow-angle light scatter can be used as a proxy for size/
volume information for particles [2]. Fluorophore-conjugated
antibody labeling has enabled detection of cell-surface markers
associated with cell function and therefore is employed as the
principal approach for immunophenotypic analysis in modern
FC [2,3]. Along with cell function and physiology analysis,
the detection and quantitation of small molecules, such as nu-
trients, metabolites, and drugs in single cells, could allow for

new biological insights and diagnosis strategies for diseases.
However, well-established traditional FC is not well suited for
measurements quantifying the presence of the non-fluorescent
small molecules. The use of fluorescent tags is not a realistic sol-
ution in this context, as such tags could significantly alter the
function of these molecules when covalently attached. Non-
specific binding of fluorescent labels as well as cellular autofluor-
escence can also reduce the clarity of the results and complicate
the interpretation of the observations; careful application of spec-
tral unmixing would be required in order to estimate the abun-
dance of pure constituents in the signal. Consequently, an FC
technique that is able to provide intrinsic chemical characteristics
of live cells without disrupting cellular function and without the
necessity for labeling would offer an enormous value for biological
and pharmaceutical research, with potential for clinical cytometry
analysis as well.

Raman spectroscopy has the capability to overcome the lim-
itations encountered in fluorescence-based FC. It directly probes
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inherent molecular vibrations in a sample and can interrogate bio-
logical specimen without labeling. Raman scattering has been
used to study cellular metabolic changes, focusing on the detec-
tion of triglycerides [4,5], cholesterol [6], amino acids [4], phos-
pholipids [4,7], choline [8], retinoid [9], proteins [7,10], nucleic
acids [7], etc. Pharmaceutical accumulation in cells has been as-
certained by Raman imaging [11,12]. Activated microfluidic de-
vices and even cell sorting employing spontaneous Raman signals
have been reported [13–15], showing great promise to distinguish
and sort cells based on their chemical contents in a label-free man-
ner. However, owing to the extremely low signal level, spontane-
ous Raman FC offers only a very low throughput, usually less than
a few cells per second. Typically, about 1 of 106 scattered photons
interrogating a sample undergoes spontaneous Raman scattering,
thus requiring milliseconds to seconds in order to record a Raman
spectrum [16,17]. Such a speed is far from being sufficient for
high-throughput single-cell analysis, and it is not competitive
with established fluorescence-based FC [2].

Coherent Raman scattering significantly improves the Raman
signal level through either the coherent anti-Stokes Raman scat-
tering (CARS) or the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) proc-
esses [17–21]. Microfluidic CARS-FC was first reported in
2008 for the quantification of lipogenesis in flowing cells by
single-frequency excitation of C-H vibrations [22]. Broadband
CARS-FC was later developed to distinguish different types of
polymer beads and yeasts [23,24]. The detector used in broad-
band CARS, the charge-coupled device, has a readout rate on
a millisecond scale [23]. Consequently, the reported CARS-FC
had a throughput that is three to four orders of magnitude lower
than fluorescence-based FC. Furthermore, the CARS signal is ac-
companied by a strong nonresonant background [19] that can
severely distort the Raman spectral profile, requiring sophisticated
data-processing algorithms or techniques to remove [25–28].
These limitations prevent CARS-FC from achieving high-
throughput single-cell analysis [22,23].

Here, we report a proof-of-principle implementation of a
multichannel SRS-FC system that can analyze the chemical con-
tent of flowing particles at rates approaching those of standard
fluorescence-based FC. Different from CARS, the SRS spectrum
is free of a nonresonant background and is identical to that of the
spontaneous Raman [20,29]. SRS requires a pump and a Stokes
beam for excitation. When their energy difference (ωp − ωS)
matches a vibrational transition Ω, energy flows from the input
photons to the molecule to excite the vibrational mode. Such a
process gives a large SRS signal proportional to σI pI S , where σ is
the Raman cross section of the specimen, and I p and I S are inten-
sities of the pump and Stokes beams, respectively [18].

Our SRS-FC prototype is based on broadband laser excitation
and multiplex spectral detection (Fig. 1(A)) using a lab-built
32-channel tuned-amplifier (TAMP) array. This system can
acquire a Raman spectrum in 5 μs, the fastest speed ever recorded.
This speed allowed the acquisition of 200,000 spectra in one
second and enabled the measurement of more than 11,000 par-
ticles per second. Such a performance represents a significant
throughput improvement over previously reported spontaneous
Raman FC [13–15] and CARS-FC [23] by more than three or-
ders of magnitude. The data processing employing compositional
principal component analysis (CPCA) of the SRS signals allows us
to distinguish subpopulations of mixed polymer beads according
to their distinct Raman spectra. We also demonstrated that

3T3-L1 cells at different states could be differentiated through
quantification of distinct chemical compositions inside single cells
using SRS-FC.

2. RESULTS

A. SRS-FC System

Figure 1(B) shows a schematic of the multiplex SRS-FC system.
The laser (InSight DS, Spectra-Physics, USA) outputs two
synchronized pulsed beams at an 80-MHz repetition rate. The
Stokes beam has a fixed wavelength at 1040 nm, and the pump
beam has a wavelength tunable from 680 to 1300 nm. The Stokes
beam was modulated by an acousto-optic modulator (522c,
Isomet Corporation, USA) operating at 2.4 MHz and was then
spectrally narrowed to 20 cm−1 via a pulse shaper described pre-
viously [30]. The pump beam has a ∼120 fs pulse width and was
combined spatially and temporally with the Stokes beam by a di-
chroic mirror and a translation delay stage before the microscope.
The microscope system was modified based on a commercial

Fig. 1. Multiplex SRS process and the SRS-FC system. (A) Multiplex
stimulated Raman scattering process. A narrow-band Stokes pulse ωs and
a broadband pump pulse ωp interact with the sample, generating a stimu-
lated Raman gain ΔI s � ΣiΔI si and stimulated Raman loss ΔIpi con-
tributed by different Raman transitions Ωi . (B) Experimental setup of
multiplex SRS-FC. HWP: half-wave plate; L: lens; AOM: acousto-optic
modulator; GS: galvo scanner; DM: dichroic mirror; PBS: polarization
beam splitter; CL: cylindrical lens; SP: short-pass filter. The galvo scanner
performed one-dimensional laser scanning when the flow performance
was examined. The laser focus was not scanned when the high-
throughput SRS-FC data were acquired.
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microscope frame (BX51, Olympus, Japan). A two-dimensional
galvo scanning system (GVSM002, Thorlabs, USA) was installed
on the microscope and used to perform one-dimensional laser scan-
ning for the characterization of the SRS-FC and two-dimensional
laser scanning for hyperspectral SRS imaging. A 60X water-
immersion objective lens (UPLSAPO 60XW, Olympus, Japan)
was used to focus the laser beams on the sample as a diffrac-
tion-limited spot. A 4-f lens system was used to create a conjugate
focal plane of the galvo scanner at the objective entrance and ex-
pand the laser beam to fill the entrance aperture of the objective
lens. The pump and Stokes laser powers at the sample were 20 and
30 mW, respectively.

Our system utilized a stimulated Raman loss-detection scheme
[9,17,31] by measuring the energy loss of the pump beam. The
transmitted pump beam was collected by an oil condenser with a
high numerical aperture of 1.4 to ensure high-signal-collection
efficiency and to avoid a background from cross-phase modula-
tion. The pump beam was then dispersed by a pair of transmis-
sion gratings (1200 grooves per mm, LightSmyth, USA) and
expanded by a 4-f lens system. Two gratings were used here
to create a fast expansion for the laser beam to fill the photodiode
array within the allowed lab space. A short-pass filter (980 nm
short pass, Chroma Technology Corporation, USA) was used
to remove the residue of the Stokes beam. The spatially dispersed
pump beam was projected onto a 32-channel photodiode array
(S4111-35Q, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) to detect the SRS
spectrum. A slit was applied to reduce the possible channel cross-
talk caused by particle-induced light scattering and diversion.
A home-designed TAMP array [Fig. S1(A)] was further applied
to amplify and extract the SRS signal in a lock-in-free manner sim-
ilar to that previously reported [9]. Unlike the system in Ref. [9],
the resonant frequency of the 32 resonant amplifiers in our present
TAMP array can be manually tuned to 2.4 MHz [Fig. S1(B)] with
a 330-kHz bandwidth [Fig. S1(C)]. Such a tunability ensures the
optimization of all the channels for signal amplification. The data-
acquisition card (16AI64SSC, General Standards Corporation,
USA) has the fastest data-acquisition speed of 200 kHz for 64
parallel channels. This corresponds to a 5-μs integration time
per spectrum, which was proved by sampling a 100-kHz square
function [as shown in Fig. S1(D)].

The flow chamber was made from a glass capillary tube with a
300-μm inner diameter. It was pulled to a narrow capillary with an
inner diameter of ∼70 μm [Fig. S2(A)]. The flow chamber was
mounted on a coverslip before being installed on the microscope.
The sample was injected by a 1-ml syringe installed on an injection
pump (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus, USA), with which the in-
jection speed can be precisely controlled. The samples were injected
immediately after preparation to avoid gravitational deposition.

The data acquisition and visualization were performed on a lab-
written software based on LabView. A CytoSpec software package
developed by Purdue University Cytometry Laboratories was used
to perform a quick visualization and the analysis of the raw data.
The final data analysis and plotting were performed using the R
language for scientific computing.

B. Spectral Acquisition in SRS-FC

We first scanned the laser focus across the sample stream in order
to directly visualize the flowing particles. The time-dependent
scanning section of the flowing 10-μm polystyrene (PS) beads
is shown in Fig. S2(B). The flow speed was ∼10 mm∕s, and

the laser was scanning at 1 kHz. Figure S2(B) shows that at a
low flow speed, the beads tend to flow through the center of
the chamber. A faster flow speed can increase the width of the
sample stream, leading to a broader cross-sectional distribution
of the beads.

In order to achieve a higher throughput, we focused the laser
beam in the center of the sample stream and increased the sample
injection speed. A mixture of PS and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) beads (both 10 μm in diameter) was used to demon-
strate that our system can identify different particles solely on the
basis of their chemical compositions. These particles are similar in
shape and size but have a small difference in the refractive indices
[Fig. S3(A)]. However, they can be separated under an SRSmicro-
scope through their spectral characteristics [Figs. S3(B) and
S3(C)]. Using the non-laser-scanning scheme, we recorded the
SRS spectra of samples flowing through the laser focus.
Figure 2(A) shows a time-dependent spectral graph selected in
a 1.8 ms time interval, containing spectra from 8 PMMA and
5 PS beads. PMMA has a strong Raman transition at
2956 cm−1 due to the C-H vibrations, which are likely from
the methyl side chains [32]; PS has a strong peak centered
at 3060 cm−1 from the aromatic C-H vibration [33]. By compar-
ing the normalized SRS spectra to spontaneous Raman spectra
from the same type of beads [Figs. 2(B) and 2(C)], we demon-
strated the spectral fidelity of our SRS-FC device to spontaneous
Raman spectroscopy. The spectral resolution of the SRS-FC,
which can reach ∼20 cm−1 (Fig. S4), was determined by the slit
width in the Stokes beam. The spectral window of the SRS-FC
covered ∼200 cm−1 in the C-H vibration region, primarily deter-
mined by the bandwidth of the femtosecond pump beam.

C. SRS-FC Analysis of Mixed Polymer Particles

To evaluate the high-throughput performance of the SRS-FC, we
first analyzed a mixture of PMMA and PS beads (1:1 ratio). The
estimation of the particle flow speed and the spectral analysis
method based on the CPCA are detailed in Supplement 1.

Fig. 2. Spectral acquisition in SRS-FC. (A) In a spectrum-time win-
dow recorded in 1.8 ms, 8 PMMA beads (peak centered at 2955 cm−1)
and 5 PS beads (peak centered at 3060 cm−1) were detected. (B) SRS
(dashed line with open squares) and spontaneous Raman (solid line) spec-
tra of polystyrene beads. (C) SRS (dashed line with open circles) and
spontaneous Raman (solid line) spectra of PMMA beads.
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Figure 3(A) shows a density CPCA map of 400,000 spectral sig-
nals continuously collected for 2 s. The plot demonstrates that the
acquired signal could be roughly classified into three clusters, one
of which has a significantly greater number of instances than the
other two. Since the spectra were continuously acquired without a
trigger mechanism, we expected the presence of a large abundant
cluster representing a low-intensity background. The other two
clusters, grouping a much smaller number of spectra, represent
signals from the two types of beads. Figure 3(A) cannot be inter-
preted as a standard FC scatter plot, since each measured bead has
contributed to more than one measured spectral readout.

In order to extract information about individual beads, the high-
frequency background noise and the relatively lower-frequency
signals from beads were separated using a Butterworth filter in
order to estimate the appropriate threshold level. The intensity
maxima across the 32 channels of the first 1000 spectra are shown
in Fig. 3(B). The green line indicates the estimated mean of the
background and the red line shows the�3σ level of the estimated
background signal distribution. Figure 3(C) shows the histogram of
all the spectral maxima. The red line marks the estimated �3σ

background level, which was used as a minimal threshold imple-
mented to reject the background contribution and separate the
beads’ signals. Subsequently, the readouts above the threshold were
integrated and formed a cytometry-type dataset, in which every
data point represents the 32-channel spectral signature of a single
bead.

The CPCA of the resulting spectral matrix is shown in
Fig. 3(D) (density plot), in which two populations can be clearly
distinguished. An agglomerative clustering procedure (using
Euclidean distance, Ward’s minimum variance method, and as-
suming the number of clusters k � 2) performed on the
CPCA results [Fig. 3(E)] produces well-separated clusters of
PMMA and PS beads, shown in red and blue, respectively.
Their SRS spectra, shown in Fig. 3(F), agree with the correspond-
ing spontaneous Raman spectra [Fig. 2(B)]. This analysis re-
turned ∼7100 PMMA beads and ∼7100 PS beads detected in
2 s, corresponding to a throughput of ∼7100 particles per second.
The measured ratio between the two types of beads was approx-
imately 1:1, matching the actual mixing ratio. In a subsequent
experiment, we mixed the same beads at a 4% solids concentra-
tion and a 4:1 ratio (PMMA:PS) and analyzed the mixture using
SRS-FC at a flow speed of ∼0.4 m∕s. The data analysis per-
formed as described above again revealed two clusters
(Fig. S5). In a 1 s acquisition time, the SRS-FC system measured
∼9100 PMMA beads and ∼2200 PS beads, (∼4∶1 bead ratio)
with a throughput of up to ∼11300 particles per second.

In order to highlight the potential of multichannel SRS-FC for
separating microparticles of different chemical compositions, we
also studied a mixture of three types of beads: PMMA, PS, and
polycaprolactone (PCL), all with a 10 μm average diameter, mixed
at a 2:1:1 ratio of PMMA:PS:PCL. The final experimental con-
centration of the mixture was 2% solids. The Raman spectrum of
the PCL in the C-H region is different from that of PMMA or PS,
as shown in Fig. S6. At a flow speed of ∼0.16 m∕s, we acquired
SRS-FC data in 6 s. The CPCA of the SRS spectra originating
from the analyzed particles showed three well-separated clusters
[Fig. 4(A)]. Again, an agglomerative clustering procedure
(k � 3) allowed the quantitation of ∼7100 PMMA beads
(red), ∼3400 PS beads (blue), and ∼3600 PCL beads (green),
as shown in Fig. 4(A). The measurement demonstrates a ratio
of ∼2∶1∶1 (PMMA:PS:PCL) at a throughput of ∼2350 particles
per second. The SRS spectra from the identified clusters match
the corresponding spontaneous Raman spectra [Figs. 4(B) and
S6]. The spectral difference between the PMMA and PCL par-
ticles is smaller than that between either one and the PS beads.
Therefore, the CPCA results locate the PMMA and PCL clusters
closer to one another. This result indicates that our multiplex
SRS-FC system paired with the CPCA analysis could distinguish
different chemical components with small spectral differences.

The Raman fingerprint region (800–1800 cm−1) usually con-
tains more molecular vibrational information compared to the C-
H stretching region (2800–3100 cm−1). In order to demonstrate
that our SRS-FC system can quantify the chemical contents of
samples in the Raman fingerprint region, we performed an
SRS-FC analysis of mixed PS and PCL beads (10 μm in diameter,
1:1 ratio) by measuring their spectra in a spectral window between
950 and 1150 cm−1. Two signature peaks at 1003 and
1108 cm−1 dominate the Raman spectra of the PS and PCL
beads, respectively, accompanied by other weaker peaks (Fig.
S7). The CPCA map of the spectra acquired using

Fig. 3. High-throughput SRS-FC analysis of mixed polymer particles.
(A) CPCA (density map) on 400,000 spectra collected in 2 s. (B) The
intensity maxima across 32 channels of the first 1000 spectra. The green
line indicates the mean of the background. The red line indicates the
�3σ level of the Gaussian-distributed background and is used as the
threshold for background rejection. (C) Histogram of spectral intensity
maxima across 32 channels of the 400,000 measurements acquired in 2 s.
The�3σ noise level is marked by the red line. (D) CPCA (density map)
of particle spectra above the �3σ noise level. Every single bead is
represented by a sum of adjacent measurements associated with it.
(E) Color-coded CPCA scatter plot of the data shown in panel (D).
Two populations were selected using agglomerative clustering and assum-
ing k � 2. Blue and red represent PS and PMMA beads, respectively.
(F) SRS spectra of the PS (blue) and PMMA (red) beads. The solid lines
represent the average spectrum of each kind.
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SRS-FC in 3 s displays two populations [Fig. 4(C)], which can be
grouped into PS (blue) and PCL (green) beads using clustering
(k � 2) [Fig. 4(C)]. The results give a ∼1∶1 ratio of beads at a
throughput of ∼1200 particles per second. The SRS spectra of
beads measured by SRS-FC show good agreement with their cor-
responding spontaneous Raman spectra [Figs. 4(D) and S7].
A reduced spectral resolution in the SRS spectra was caused by
a wider slit width in the Stokes beam, which gives higher power
of the Stokes beam for the detection of weaker vibrational signals
in the fingerprint region. The above results collectively demon-
strate that label-free high-throughput quantitation of chemical
species can be made using SRS-FC.

The sensitivity of our SRS-FC system has been tested using
smaller particles. We found that beads as small as 1 μm in diam-
eter can be detected and differentiated [Figs. S8(A) and S8(B)].
Furthermore, our system has also shown the capability to detect
single Staphylococcus aureus bacteria flowing through the laser
focus [Figs. S8(C) and S8(D)]. These results highlight the poten-
tial of SRS-FC in the characterization of subcellular organelles and
in microbiology applications.

D. SRS-FC Analysis of Lipogenesis in 3T3-L1 Cells

To evaluate the potential of SRS-FC in high-throughput measure-
ment of live cells, we analyzed lipid accumulation in 3T3-L1 cells at
different stages of differentiation. The non-differentiated 3T3-L1
cells have a fibroblast-like phenotype with little lipid droplets
present in the cytosol [Fig. S9(A)]. Spectral SRS imaging showed
that the cellular content generated a vibrational peak centered at
2940 cm−1, largely contributed by the methyl group from the pro-
tein side chains [Fig. S9(C)]. After insulin-induced differentiation,
3T3-L1 cells acquire an adipocyte-like phenotype with a signifi-
cantly increased amount of triglycerides, which accumulate to form
large lipid droplets [Fig. S9(B)]. This causes the intensity of the
methylene symmetric vibration at 2850 cm−1 from fatty-acid acyl

chains to become stronger compared to that of the non-differen-
tiated cells [Fig. S9(C)]. The described spectroscopic signature dif-
ference provides a mechanism to distinguish differentiated 3T3-L1
cells from non-differentiated ones using SRS-FC.

We first collected enriched populations of non-differentiated
and fully differentiated 3T3-L1 cells (see Supplement 1 for de-
tails). We then mixed the cells at a ratio of 1:3 (differentiated:
non-differentiated) and performed SRS-FC measurements. A
CPCA scatter plot of the cell mixture is shown in Fig. 5(A).
The agglomerative clustering approach separated the two popu-
lations. Using the result of clustering, the two populations were
color-coded as blue and red, corresponding to non-differentiated
and differentiated 3T3-L1 cells, respectively. The demonstrated
data were collected in 3 s, and the concentration of 3T3-L1 cells
was ∼3 million per milliliter. To avoid cell aggregation, the cell
samples were prepared at much lower concentrations than the
polymer bead samples, resulting in a lower throughput of
∼560 cells per second. In 3 s, we were able to resolve ∼400 differ-
entiated 3T3-L1 cells and ∼1300 non-differentiated 3T3-L1
cells, recovering a ∼1:3 ratio of the mixed cells. The normalized
SRS spectra from the two types of cells are shown in Fig. 5(B).
A higher contribution from CH2 symmetric stretching at
∼2850 cm−1 contributed by accumulated lipids can be resolved
for differentiated cells. The visible spectral difference matches the
results obtained from hyperspectral SRS imaging [Fig. S9(C)].
These results indicate that the change in Raman spectral charac-
teristics due to varying chemical content in differentiated and
non-differentiated cells can be utilized for identification and sep-
aration. The discrimination of the 3T3-L1 cells according to their
difference in lipid amount serves as an example of the label-free
quantitation of chemical composition in living cells using
SRS-FC.

3. DISCUSSION

The SRS flow cytometry offers a significant improvement in the
differentiation of polymer particles that may also vary in size.
Particles of different materials might have different refractive in-
dices. If the size varies as well, light-scatter-based FC would have
difficulty separating the effect of size variation from the refractive
index differences, leading to errors in measurements. On the
other hand, the SRS-FC discriminates polymer particles via their

Fig. 4. Chemical specificity in the SRS-FC analysis. (A) Color-coded
CPCA scatter plot of SRS spectra from mixed PMMA (red), PS (blue),
and PCL (green) beads. The data were acquired in 6 s using a bead mixture
with a concentration of 2% solids. The beads were 10 μm in diameter.
(B) SRS spectra of the three types of beads. The solid lines represent
the averaged spectra from each separated population. The spectra were ac-
quired in the C-H stretching region. (C) Color-coded CPCA scatter plot
and (D) the corresponding SRS spectra of mixed PS (blue) and PCL
(green) beads. The spectra were acquired in the Raman fingerprint region.

Fig. 5. Analysis of lipid amount in 3T3-L1 cells in different differen-
tiation states. (A) Color-coded CPCA scatter plot of SRS spectra from
mixed differentiated and non-differentiated 3T3-L1 cells. The data were
acquired in 3 s. (B) SRS spectra of the two cell populations separated by
agglomerative clustering. The red and blue spectra represent differenti-
ated and non-differentiated 3T3-L1 cells, respectively. The insets are SRS
images of the two types of cells. The scale bars are 10 μm.
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inherent chemical composition, avoiding the issues associated
with the light-scatter techniques.

There is potential to improve the performance of the demon-
strated SRS-FC device further. First of all, a data-acquisition elec-
tronics offering a higher data collection rate is expected to increase
the throughput of the SRS-FC system.

Second, our first prototype SRS-FC device does not provide
many technical features that are available in modern commercial
flow cytometers. For example, we estimated that only less than
16% of flowing particles were detected in a sample (when
10 μm particles were used), since no hydrodynamic focusing or
acoustic focusing has been employed in this work. Such techniques
can eventually be incorporated into our system, and pairing them
with a new design of flow chamber would certainly improve the
overall efficiency of our system. The current system also did not
use a wide-angle scatter signal as a data-acquisition trigger.
Instead, we applied post-acquisition background-intensity-based
thresholding to extract the relevant information from the acquired
raw data. In future work, we will improve the usability and per-
formance of the SRS-FC instrument by incorporating a modern
fluidic subsystem and employing a light-scatter trigger mechanism.

Third, by operating in a tight focusing condition, our SRS-FC
system examines only a part of a large particle at the laser focus,
limiting present applications to relatively homogeneous samples.
The measurement volume could be increased by either using
weakly focused beams, as in most fluorescence FC systems, or
by applying Bessel beam focusing for both input beams. The
former requires higher laser powers to generate a detectable
SRS signal; the latter could be achieved using a specially designed
optical system generating Bessel beams [34].

Fourth, the current multichannel SRS-FC has a spectral cover-
age of ∼200 cm−1 with a spectral resolution of 20 cm−1. The
width of the spectral window is determined by the spectral width
of the femtosecond laser pulse. A laser system with a broader spec-
tral bandwidth is expected to enlarge the spectral window of the
SRS-FC. The spectral resolution is determined by both the num-
ber of photodiodes in the detector array and the slit width of the
pulse shaper in the Stokes beam. Thus, a higher number of photo-
diodes in the detector array increases the number of channels for
SRS spectral detection. Meanwhile, a narrower slit width in the
pulse shaper should improve the spectral resolution at the cost of
decreasing the power of the Stokes beam. Alternatively, a pulse
spectral compression scheme can be applied to narrow down
the spectral width while retaining a higher portion of laser power
[35]. A laser with a higher output power plus a photodiode array
with a higher photon saturation limit could further improve the
signal-to-noise-ratio and the sensitivity of the SRS-FC.

Although the laser power applied to the samples was relatively
high compared to previously reported SRS or multiphoton
microscopy work, the total sample exposure time was significantly
reduced. For example, at a ∼0.4 m∕s flow speed, the laser dwell
time for a 10 μm particle was only 25 μs. Such a short exposure
could reduce the potential photo-toxicity in living biological
systems.

Our SRS-FC analysis of mixed polymer beads has shown that
these particles can be separated on the basis of their distinctive
Raman spectra with a throughput of up to 11,000 particles
per second. This capability could be further utilized to analyze
the content and uniformity of drug-delivery vesicles. Future de-
velopment of the SRS-activated particle sorting technique would

have enormous value in particle separation or enrichment in bio-
logical and pharmaceutical prospects.

The demonstrated SRS-FC technology opens new opportuni-
ties in single-cell analysis. We have shown that SRS-FC can pro-
vide high-throughput quantitation of lipid amount in unlabeled
cells. Increased lipogenesis is known to be related to cancer ag-
gressiveness [36–38]. Therefore, an advanced SRS-FC is poten-
tially applicable to differentiate and separate aggressive cancer cells
and to detect rare circulating tumor cells, which show a much
stronger lipid signal compared to white blood cells [39]. Other
cell metabolites, such as cholesterol, retinoid, and choline, also
serve as good candidates for future SRS-FC analysis.

Furthermore, with its ability to analyze metabolism in single
cells, SRS-FC analysis offers a novel platform to evaluate cellular
responses to a therapeutic treatment. For example, quantification
of fat accumulation inside cells using SRS-FC could evaluate the
efficacy of anti-obesity or anti-diabetes drugs. Similarly, the quan-
titation of cholesterol storage inside cells using SRS-FC would
open a new avenue to evaluate the efficacy of cholesterol-lowering
medicines.

Finally, the SRS-FC could be also used as a readout platform
for labeled samples. Raman tags have been developed for bio-
imaging applications using spontaneous Raman, CARS, or
SRS microscopy [4,6,40]. These tags, based on isotope labeling
or alkyne group presence, cause less perturbation to biological sys-
tems than do fluorescence labels. An integration of Raman tags
and SRS-FC would lead to new applications, such as the quanti-
tation of protein synthesis, DNA/RNA synthesis, drug uptake,
and glucose metabolism.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have achieved chemical-selective high-throughput
single-particle analysis in a label-free manner by developing a novel
multiplex SRS-FC. The lab-built array detection system allows
lock-in-free detection of an SRS spectrum in 5 μs. Such a spectral
acquisition speed grants a throughput of up to 11,000 particles per
second. This corresponds to a four orders of magnitude enhance-
ment in the throughput of Raman-based flow cytometry. The im-
plementation of 32 spectral channel detection, paired with CPCA,
gives the system the capability to distinguish multiple chemical
compositions that have even highly overlapped spectral profiles.
Using SRS-FC, we showed the differentiation of different polymer
particles and the discrimination of 3T3-L1 cells with different
chemical compositions accumulated in the cells. SRS-FC opens
a new way to perform high-throughput label-free single particle
analyses.
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